**Recreational (hobbyist)**
“hobby” is a “pursuit outside one’s regular occupation engaged in especially for relaxation.”

- See Public Law 112-95 Section 336 or ask for remote pilot certificate.
- **YES**: Contact AASO if you believe they are not following their conditions and limitations for flight.
- **NO**: Contact AASO or
  1. Identify operators/company
  2. View and record location of event
  3. Notify FAA – FSDO Troy Meskimen (406) 449-5270 Ext. 59

**Business (Civil)**
Marketing purposes, course students pay to attend, paid camp or workshop

- Ask for remote pilot certificate.
- **NO**: Contact AASO or
  1. Identify operators/company
  2. View and record location of event
  3. Notify FAA – FSDO Troy Meskimen (406) 449-5270 Ext. 59

**Government Entities (Public)**
Publicly funded universities, Law enforcement, fire Departments and other government agencies

- Ask if COA holder.
- **YES**: Contact AASO if you believe they are not following their conditions and limitations for flight.
- **NO**: Contact AASO and Identify operators and department.

Actions for an encounter of unknown UAS operations at/for UM